
This is an entry for: [GJW XIII Phase I] Miscellaneous - Venue Creation  
  

Written by Acolyte Appius Wight of Clan Vizsla.  
  
  
Venue: 
  
Lyra Colony: Orderu Aspectu Temple  
  
Little is known about this strange temple. What has been uncovered has been the result of 
many an archaeological expedition underground into the mysterious ruins.  
  
Located on Eorilia's Moon, better known as 'Lyra Colony' in the mid-rim territories within the 
Lyra 3K-A system, the temple boasts an air of mystery and impressive, mystical structures 
that have stood the test of time.  
  
The Moon's atmosphere itself is terrestrial, though wildlife in the many forests covering the 
moon are considered by the locals to be highly dangerous and should be avoided at all 
costs.  
  
Underground lies most of what remains of the ancient temple. A narrow staircase descends 
into the unknown about one hundred feet before entering a chamber with the only natural 
light being provided by the many cracks in the ceiling allowing light to pour in from above. 
Those who descend this far down will be greeted with the Lyra System's greatest intrigue. A 
great chamber filled with symbols and hieroglyphics on the walls depicting stories of ancient 
sacrifices and rituals conducted by those who inhabited these temples as well as the 
intricate tunnel networks containing them. Blood stained sarcophagus litter the temple floors 
on either side, either opened from previous expeditions and pedestals which ones may have 
held priceless crystals and artifacts now are empty and void.  
  
The Chamber itself is free of the weather except from the few drops of rain that makes it 
through the cracks above, the drops echo ominously as those who enter the chamber fail to 
shake of the feeling of being watched.  
  
Make no mistake though. The temple still contains much knowledge and many riches for 
those who seek them.  
  
  
  
  
  
 


